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Doggone Smart
A mental workout is just as important as physical exercise for your dog
BY DEBBIE SWANSON
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you think. “Mental stimulation is achieved
when any of the senses are engaged ... the
opportunity to see, hear, feel and smell
things,” explains Reid.
Teaching new words, offering dog-safe
chews for gnawing and setting up a canine
puzzle are among the myriad activities that
add an extra bit of stimuli. Here are some
ideas to get you started.

DO WHAT COMES NATURALLY
A wild dog relies heavily on his senses for
survival: sniffing out food and water, finding
shelter from the elements, spotting prey.
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alking is part of a daily
routine for most dog
owners. While there’s no
denying your canine’s need
for physical activity, it’s only one piece of
the pie; mental activity is equally important
to his well-being.
“Exercising the brain can be quite a
workout,” says Pamela Reid, certified
applied animal behaviorist and vice
president of the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals’ Animal
Behavior Center in Weaverville, N.C.
Exercising your dog’s mind is easier than
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PRODUCTS TO
CHANGE UP YOUR
DOG’S ROUTINE
Here are some favorite
mind-challenging toys your
pup may enjoy:

Find your
food

1

Rekindle your dog’s
foraging instinct with
the creative Wooly Snuffle
feeding mat, handmade
from upcycled materials.
$39.95, amazon.com

When you
place food on
the Wooly
Snuffle
feeding mat,
your dog will
use his natural
hunting skills
to sniff and
seek out the
hidden treat.

2

Love fetch? Engage your
dog more with the Nerf
Dog Tennis Ball Blaster; he’ll
learn to wait for the snap,
anticipate the arc and run
for the landing spot. $24.99,
chewy.com

The Hide A Squirrel
game is a staple
among dog owners, as
it simulates many dogs’
favorite pasttime. $12.99,
outwardhound.com

4

The Dental Buddy
Bristle Bone dog
chew toy requires a bit
of thinking to get at the
chewable sections. Features
replaceable parts. $18.06,
walmart.com
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access the chewable parts,” Reid says.

WILL WORK FOR FOOD
Although most dogs don’t complain,
trotting into the kitchen for a filled dinner
bowl isn’t very stimulating. Consider
adding some mind work to mealtime.
“From day one, we (fed) Ringo out of
puzzle toys or through training activities,”
Joan Hunter Mayer of Santa Barbara, Calif.,
says of her recently adopted mixed breed,
who enjoys keeping busy. “We also play
search games, where he looks for pieces
of his food (hidden) around the house.”
If you’re short on time, encourage your
dog to do something in exchange for the
food bowl, such as sitting, shaking or
laying down. Change it up and add new
tricks to keep it interesting.

PROVIDED BY THE COMPANIES

3

Once domesticated, working dogs focus
on hunting, chasing off intruders or
rounding up animals. While many pet
dogs don’t have to develop these skills,
they still find it invigorating to work their
senses.
One easy way to stimulate your pup
is to take unhurried walks whenever
possible. “Walks are a great sensory
exercise,” Reid says, suggesting owners
take a two-fold approach. In addition to
establishing a regular routine, so he can
monitor changes over time, also “take
novel routes (occasionally) so the dog has
new sensory experiences.”
Appropriate chewing is also a satisfying
experience. “Give (your dog) something
he has to manipulate to chew, such as a
toy that has to be held in a specific way to
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GIVING YOUR
DOG A JOB, SUCH
AS CARRYING
TOYS AND OTHER
SUPPLIES ON A
HIKE, CAN KEEP

HOUSEHOLD HELPER
Patrolling the chicken coop is a
great job for a farm dog, but the
average house dog can also learn
ways to keep the household
running smoothly.
For example, living in New
York City, Amanda Maxwell saw
the benefit in teaching her two
dogs, Coco and Bentley, to go
outside, do their business and
return — no small feat given
their busy neighborhood.
“It took awhile and a lot
of focus,” she recalls, adding
that treats were the motivator.
“If they took their time and
got distracted, they didn’t get
anything. (Now) I can let them
out my building’s front door; they
go right away and run back in.”
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From performing routine tasks
such as rounding up his toys at
bedtime, to occasional requests
such as toggling a light switch on
command, having a job can be
mentally satisfying.

AT-HOME SILLIES
Playing games together is
a fun way to challenge your
dog’s mind, and it’s also a great
bonding experience. You can play
right in your home — perfect
for days when weather limits
outdoor time.
Nicole Royer’s German
shepherd, Kira, relishes games of
hide-and-seek. “She tenaciously
searches room to room to find
me whenever I hide,” says Royer,
of Saginaw, Mich. “We started

the game when she was about 4.
She’s 9 now, and it’s one of her
favorite ways to play.”
Eager to occupy her standard
poodle puppy, Bix, Janine Adams
of St. Louis set up a homemade
game she found on social media.
“I put a treat or a piece of kibble
in each section of a muffin tin
and put a tennis ball on top of
each, then set it on the ground,”
Adams says. The excited puppy
learned to paw and nose the
balls to reveal his treats.
Whatever activities you
choose, don’t stress about
time involved or sticking to a
schedule; a few changes here
and there will break up his day
and lead to a more satisfied,
well-rounded pooch.
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HIS BRAIN SHARP.

